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Background 
 

On 9 May 2013, the Legislative Assembly referred to the Standing Committee on Planning, 

Environment and Territory and Municipal Services for inquiry and report by the last sitting 

day in April 2014, the issue of vulnerable road users, including: 

 

a) an examination of national and international best practice approaches to 

protecting and encouraging vulnerable road users, including through 

regulation, infrastructure, design, education and funding arrangements; 

 

b) gathering evidence from the community and experts about issues faced by 

vulnerable road users and potential improvements; 

 

c) recommending changes to be made in the ACT to better protect and encourage 

vulnerable road users; and 

 

d) any other relevant matter. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: Steve Robson 

President, Motorcycle Riders Association of the  ACT 

G. P.O. Box 1768 

Canberra City A.C.T. 2601 
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Introduction  
 

The MRA ACT is recognised as the representative body of the motorcycling community of 

the ACT. 

 

The MRA ACT participates in government decision making and is called upon to provide 

views and raise concerns. The ACT and federal governments, opposition and other parties 

recognise the MRA ACT as the representative body for motorcyclists in the ACT and 

surrounds irrespective of the type of motorcycle or single track vehicles, gender, age or club 

affiliation. 

 

Our Objectives 
 

To represent all riders of the ACT and immediate surrounds irrespective of gender, age, club 

affiliation, or type of motorcycle or single track vehicles they ride by 

∼ Raising the profile of motorcycling in the broader community 

∼ Keeping the rights and needs of riders before government authorities regarding the 

use of roads in the ACT and surrounding regions 

∼ Improving road safety for riders but not by undermining a riders right to choose 

∼ Engendering motorcycling as a safe, efficient and greener alternative form of 

sustainable transport. 

 

At the 1st August, the number of currently registered motorbikes and registered riders 
is: 
  
 

Number of motorbikes 11,050 

Number of motortrikes 22 

Number of Learner Licence motorcycle riders 2,950 

Number of class R motorcycle licence holders 34,893 

 

Our Activities 
Improving Road Safety outcomes 

 

∼ Organising Motorcycle Awareness Week each year to promote Rider Awareness 

and highlight Road Safety 

∼ Representing riders at the ACT Chief Minister’s Road Safety Round Table voicing 

the concerns of the rider to sub-standard roads and road side furniture 

∼ Being an active member of the Australian Motorcycle Council 

∼ Representing riders on the Black Spot Committee; Motorcycle User Group and 

the peak advisory body of the Road User Working Group 

∼ Providing editorial comment to the Motorcyclist’s Handbook and the Good Gear 

Guide 

∼ Voicing concerns of riders to the media 

∼ Reviewing proposed changes to road rules and developing strategies that create a 

safer environment for motorcycle and scooter riders in the ACT 
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The MRA ACT Committee appreciates the opportunity to present a submission and offers 

the following comments in response to the Inquiry into Vulnerable Road Users for your 

consideration.  
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Preamble 
 
The increase in riders nationally was referenced in a recent speech by the then Deputy 

Prime Minister, Minister for Infrastructure and Transport at the recent MPs and Senators 

Motorcycle Ride from Parliament House. Minister Albanese commented that:  

 

“This surge in demand is forcing a major shift in how we look at bikes and scooters. 

 

A lot more people, including those responsible for transport policy, are now taking the role 

motorcycles can play in transport more seriously, especially urban transport.” 

 

“This shift in consumer perception and demand is very significant. 

 

It fundamentally changes the national conversation we need to have about the place of 

motorcycles and scooters in our transport system. 

 

For decades we focused on how to make bikes safer. 

 

Now we need to be talking about their role in the transport ecology of our cities. With new 

riders taking to the roads each day, the safety aspect is as critical as ever. 

 

But we must achieve this in a way that doesn't hinder their massive potential in 

moving people around”. 

 

The full text of the speech can be found here: 

http://www.minister.infrastructure.gov.au/aa/speeches/2013/AS15_2013.aspx 
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Responses to the Inquiry’s Specific Questions 
 
The term ‘motorcyclist’ is used throughout to cover not only motorcyclists, but also 
scooterists and riders of other powered single track vehicles. 

 

Point a) An examination of national and international best practice 

approaches to protecting and encouraging vulnerable road users, 

including through regulation, infrastructure, design, education and 

funding arrangements; 

 

In 2008 the Motorcycle Safety Consultative Committee convened a Motorcycle and Scooter 

Safety Summit in Canberra. The objective of the summit was to explore key motorcycle and 

scooter safety issues and to identify the scope for improving existing safety measures and 

to develop new measures. The recommendations can be found as an annexure to this 

document. 

 

 

Point b) Gathering evidence from the community and experts about 

issues faced by vulnerable road users and potential improvements; 

 

1. Road Design 
 

a. Barriers and Roadside Furniture 
 

Many riders fear the barriers currently in use around the ACT. All barriers must installed in 

accordance with the guidelines, and be treated to reduce potential negative outcomes for 

motorcycle riders if impact occurs during a crash. 

 

There is also a tremendous amount of signage alongside the ACT’s roads, which can be a 

hazard to motorcyclists as it reduces the amount of crash avoidance space.  It also 

increases the amount of distraction for all road users.  

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ Wire Rope Barriers must be installed in line with best practice. ET2000 terminals 

MUST be made motorcycle friendly. W-beam barriers must have under-run rails 

(Rub-Rail) fitted as standard and retrofitted as part of a maintenance program. 

∼ The BCTA and BCTB Terminals are “deemed to comply” system. 

∼  
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Stack Cushion 
 
Stack Cushion is an add-on protection to wire rope safety barrier posts. The Stack Cushion 
contains no aggressive edges and can be retro-fitted to existing installations. Its internal 
dimensions ensure that it suitable for use with a number of different wire rope safety barrier 
systems. 
 
Made from polypropylene, Stack Cushion provides a softer impact for motorcycle riders in 
the unfortunate event of an impact 
. 
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∼ All poles and posts on the roadways (for example cyclist grab rails, keep left signs) 

need to be frangible and self-healing. No poles or signs should be within 1.5 metres 

of the edge of the road and should be relocated as a part of the maintenance 

program. Signage must NOT intrude into the motorcyclist envelope. Motorcyclists 

are very vulnerable when traversing a roundabout and that is exacerbated by wet or 

slippery conditions. Placing a collision point at the exit or the roundabout puts the 

riders safety at increased risk of serious or fatal injury. 

 

∼ The amount of unnecessary roadside signage is reviewed with a view to its 

reduction and is placed to ensure no distraction for riders. 
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b. Road Markings 
The MRA Committee also notes there is an increased amount of painted lines and while 

we are sure that the paint used conforms to the relevant standards it is still not as “grippy” 

as a good road surface. In the ACT the painting of pedestrian crossing on corners (e.g. 

Barton Highway, Northborne Ave) is a slip hazard especially in the wet.  To exacerbate the 

problem the placement of reflectors adjacent to the white lines means not only has the 

rider the need to avoid the less “grippy” surface of the painted area but avoid an raised 

slippery object. 

 

Thus while pedestrian crossing are an imperative the maintenance of the painted surface 

to maintain grip and the removal of the reflectors is recommended.  In addition, better 

illumination at all pedestrian crossings is an imperative 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ The amount of painted lines is reduced when future road works are undertaken. 

 

c. Forward Stop Boxes and Lane Filtering 
Forward stop boxes are incorporated in road design overseas and allow motorcyclists to 

filter and move to the front of traffic queues.  This has the dual benefit of putting 

motorcyclists in a safer position amongst traffic and assisting in traffic flow, reducing road 

congestion. 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ Forward stop boxes are introduced at controlled road junctions. 

∼ The ACT Government changes the road rules to allow motorcyclist lane filtering, 

developing guidelines in consultation with other States and Territories. 

 

d. Cycle Paths 
While the MRA ACT encourages the use of bicycles on the ACT Roads and footpaths, on-

road cycle lanes should not be a norm at the expense of crash avoidance space for other 

road users. For example, the narrowing of the lanes on Northbourne Avenue adversely 

impacts on crash avoidance space. 

 

Some cycle paths start in the middle of no-where and stop abruptly, dumping the cyclist 

back in the traffic which is a danger to the riders and other users, especially those not 

familiar with the area and suddenly finding a cyclist in their midst whilst trying to turn left. 

 

The new cycle paths in the CBD are quite a hazard: 

∼ At the intersection Moore Street and Rudd Street, with the new cycle path then a 

row of parked cars, you cannot see if there is any traffic approaching from the left 

unless you go out into the street (blocking the green cycle path). 

∼ At the corner of Bunda Street and Mort Street is a very significant hazard. The left 

turn crosses the ‘green cycle path’. It is a downhill slope with a stop sign at the 

intersection. Many cyclists do not stop at the stop sign. A driver or rider turning left 

looks to the right, to oncoming traffic and to the left. They DO NOT look back over 

their left shoulder to see if a rider is coming down the cycle path. 

∼ In addition many riders user the new cycle paths like a footpath and travel against 
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the flow of traffic. 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ A review of all ACT on-road cycle paths to ensure their appropriateness and safe 

design. 

∼ A review of shared pedestrian-cycle paths to ensure they are properly maintained 

and a viable alternative to on-road paths for cyclists. 
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2. Road Maintenance 
 

a.  Better Road Surfaces 
ACT motorcyclists often complain about the standard of the Territory’s road surfaces. The 

attention to detail is often lacking in the spraying of tar and the spreading of gravel over this 

tar. The gaps in the work and the erratic layer of stones left on the road are a hazard to 

single track vehicles. Examples of this can be seen in Botany and Townshend Streets in 

Phillip. 

 

Due to the poor workmanship, it is a perception that there is no inspection of the works 

carried out and that the contractors simply erect speed reduction signs and that’s the end of 

the matter. With no visible evidence of remedial actions when works appear to be less than 

satisfactory, we often wonder if the government is aware of the hazardous condition of the 

road for vulnerable road users. It may also be that the contract specifications are poor, and 

if so these should be reviewed. Good contract management saves the government and 

road users’ money, through reduced accidents and insurance / compensation claims. 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ Road repair and construction techniques need to take into consideration single track 

vehicles. Repairs need to be full lane width and loose gravel should be avoided or 

cleaned up entirely as it is presents a severe crash hazard. 

∼ The maintenance contracts for re-surfacing roads in the ACT should be reviewed to 

ensure that they specify road repairs to an appropriate standard. 

∼ The ACT Government’s contract management processes should be reviewed to 

ensure contractors carry out the works required to the standards specified. 

∼ The ACT’s road hazard reporting mechanism is reviewed to ensure prompt, 

comprehensive responses are provided to those reporting hazards. 

 

b.  Road Markings 
When painted road markings are changed, they are often just covered over with a layer of 

black tar.  This has the effect of increasing the amount of painted road markings, plus in 

wet weather, at night or in low light the covered markings become visible as shiny lines.  

This is confusing to all road users.  An example of this is along Hindmarsh Drive when 

travelling from Woden towards Weston Creek, where the lanes have been narrowed to 

incorporate an on-road cycle lane. 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ The ACT Government’s road maintenance program includes more effective removal 

of redundant and faded painted road lines. 

 

c.  Speed Cushions 
Motorcyclists need an even surface to effect optimum braking and by having raised obstacle 

in the braking zone you reduce the effectiveness of the motorcycles braking system and put 

the rider at risk. 

 

In the major town speed cushion placement while not appreciated is expected however 

broad placement of speed cushions within a metre of a roundabout is borderline dangerous 
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(eg Mculloch St Curtin).   

 

The placement of speed cushions needs to be reviewed to ensure they do not undermine 

effective motorcycle braking. 

 

3. Community Perception of Riders 
 

a.  Image of Motorcyclists 
An issue faced by motorcycle riders is the perception that we are all “bad” or irresponsible 

and that makes us targets with some drivers. Many riders report that tailgating (a car 

following very close behind and often bumping a bike) is a common occurrence however it 

is not easy to police. A program to educate other road users to see us as “normal” people 

would be beneficial. Examples of an education program would be the UK “Think Bike, 

Think Biker” program and the recent release of the Association des Constructeurs 

Européens de Motocycles (ACEM) “Motorcycle Matters” video on YouTube: 

http://think.direct.gov.uk/video-motorcycles.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kRC1NUA9jI  

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ The ACT Government undertakes a road user education program regarding 

motorcyclists, perhaps along the UK government lines. 

 

b. Lack of Awareness of Motorcyclists by Other Road Users 
The Joe Rider campaign is run by the MRA ACT during Motorcycle Awareness Week each 

year, with many riders wearing specially marked vests – they are Joe Rider. All we ask 

Canberra drivers to do is spot Joe and let us know where and when they saw Joe. It’s a 

very simple yet effective campaign to make other road users aware of motorcycles on our 

roads and we remind them to drive accordingly.  

 

This campaign has been run now since 2008 and has grown in popularity with many of the 

road users, who respond saying they now actively look out for motorcycle riders as a result 

of the  campaign. 

 

The MRA ACT recommends: 

∼ The “Joe Rider” motorcycle awareness campaign be funded fully and form part of 

the ACT Government's “Share the Road” campaign annually. 

 

 

Point c)  Recommending changes to be made in the ACT to better protect 

and encourage vulnerable road users; and 

 

4. MRA ACT Recommendations 
 
In addition to the items discussed in point b, the MRA ACT recommends the following: 
 

Rider Education 

• Protective clothing should be actively encouraged but not mandated.   
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As part of the training for all learner riders, issue the ACT Motorcycle Handbook, 

and the Good Gear Guide, or an ACT equivalent, to reinforce the need for 

appropriate clothing. 

 

• An on-road assessment is included as part of the Motorcycle Operator Skill Test 

(MOST). 

 

• Long term, assured funding is provided by the ACT Government for the Mature 

Aged Skills Transfer (MASTERS) course. 

MRA ACT applies to the NRMA Road Safety Trust each year for funding to 

subsidise rider training for returning riders and riders who have not undertaken 

training. This has proved very successful in the past.  The MASTERS course is 

run by StayUpright. 

 

• An education program is devised for riders to encourage them to undertake regular 

rider training, as well as the development and funding by the ACT Government of 

a course for riders who have held their provisional license for a minimum 6 

months. 

Such a course – Girls Education And Rider Safety (GEARS) – was developed for 

Girls on the Move Incorporated, in conjunction with StayUpright, and was also 

funded by the NRMA Road Safety Trust. This course was very successful and 

has only stopped running due to the club ceasing to be incorporated.  

  

Enforcement of Existing Road Rules 
Speed cameras are seen as the easy option and revenue raisers, however, more 

police patrolling the roads to enforce road rules/laws is likely to be more effective.  

The presence of more police on the roads would address issues such as the use 

of mobile phones, tailgating, broken lights and indicators etc.  

 

 

Motorcycle Parking 
Provide secure motorcycle parking with rails at every ACT Government car park. 

With the increase in the number of motorcycles on the roads, this will ensure 

riders are encouraged to use motorbikes rather than cars. 

 
 

Learner Approved Motorcycles (LAMS) 

 

The MRA ACT understands there is a project in train to standardize the 

LAMS restrictions.  The MRA ACT supports the 150kw/tonne power to 

weight ratio for learners and believes it should be a national standard with an 

allowance for the weight of the rider in full protective clothing. 

 

The MRA ACT does not agree there needs to be an arbitrary engine 

displacement (capacity) limit to 660cc as that precludes a large number of 

lower powered larger bikes (predominately the cruiser market) that would 
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suit our “expanding” population. 

 

Learners are self limiting re the physical size of their motorcycle so there is 

no need to include this arbitrary limit as such the MRA ACT recommends 

endorsing the standard but rejecting the arbitrary capacity limit. 

 

5. Driver and Pedestrian Distraction 
 

Driver distraction is of particular concern to riders, in particular the use of mobile devices 

while driving. We would like to see mobile phone records requested for drivers involved in a 

crash involving police attendance, to identify distractive influences and act as a deterrent 

for improper behaviour. 

 

Pedestrian distraction with the use of electronic devises while crossing roads is also a danger to 

all. An education program may be of benefit. We would like to suggest vigilance by police in 

stopping the use of iPods by pedestrians while walking onto the roads, however we are not 

sure that is practical. 

 

6. Strict Liability 
 

The Netherlands and other countries have a law of ‘strict liability’ to protect vulnerable road 

users from more powerful road users. Under this law, in crashes involving vulnerable road 

users, unless it can be clearly proven that the vulnerable road user was at fault, the more 

powerful road user is found liable by default.  

 

The MRA ACT would like ACT Government to conduct a study into the possibility and effect 

of introducing a scheme into the ACT. The aim of this would be to look at the introduction of 

measures aimed to protect the vulnerable road users involved in road collisions. This may 

address the impact of the current system and allow vulnerable road users to be 

compensated for injuries received and importantly would foster a better culture of road use. 

 

7. Footpath Parking 
 

In 2009 a Working Group was convened to look at motorcycles and scooters using some of 

the wide footpaths in the City precinct for parking. The MRA ACT recognizes that priority 

must be given to pedestrians on footpaths but we believe there is scope for motorcycles 

and scooters to park on the footpath without causing a risk or inconvenience to 

pedestrians. On footpath parking would improve the look and feel of the City by increasing 

the cosmopolitan nature of the environment. 

 

 It would also provide encouragement for increased motorcycle riding by making it more 

attractive and through that improving transport sustainability by having people utilise a 

more environmentally friendly form of transport than a car. As well, it would assist in 

reducing congestion while not adversely impacting on the availability of on-street car 

parking spaces and make use of otherwise under-utilised areas. 
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The MRA ACT would encourage ACT Government to once again look at this suggestion in 

conjunction with MRA ACT and other stakeholders. 
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ANNEXURE  
 

Recommendations of the National Motorcycle and Scooter Safety 
Summit: the Road Ahead, 2008 

 

Data and Analysis 

Key Action 

A working group of stakeholder representatives be set up to develop an information 

strategy to define data needs in the short, medium and long term. 

 

Future directions 

Ensure that motorcycles and scooters are included in all transport planning. 

 

Review data collection systems of State and Territory agencies to determine if they are 

consistent with the information strategy. 

To the extent possible, link separate databases held by road authorities, police, hospitals 

and insurers and others were deemed relevant. 

Implement periodic quality audits of databases. 

 

Harmonise data definitions and codes to the extent practicable. 

Move towards real time data using on-line collection. 

Use in-depth motorcycle-specific studies similar to the MAIDS (Motorcycle Accident In- 

depth Study) to identify key factors relevant to motorcycle crashes and allow international 

data comparison. 

Use new technology to improve crash investigation, including GPS data collection and 

digital cameras to identify crash locations accurately. 

Use improved data to evaluate the effectiveness of rider training. 

 

State and Territory agencies to improve analysis of crash statistics by vehicle class to 

identify motorcycle categories such as trikes, cross-overs, mopeds, quad bikes and non-

registered motorcycles. Use VIN numbers to identify motorcycle types. 

 

Rider Protection 

Key Action 

Implement a star rating system for protective clothing based on the European Union 

Standard supported by appropriate testing and widely disseminate the information 

including use of appropriate websites and other media. 

 

Future directions 

Ensure that riders have access to good information on the comparative effectiveness of 

protective clothing options. 

Ensure that information on the availability of effective protective clothing to meet the 

needs of different types of rider is widely disseminated. 

Representatives of motorcycle and scooter organisations to seek GST-exemption for 

clothing that can be classified as ‘safety gear’ by meeting minimum standards. 

Request Standards Australia to review the motorcycle helmet standard with a view to 
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aligning it with best practice international standards. 

Encourage insurance companies, manufacturers and other potential funding bodies to 

fund data collection and research to establish whether any design features of 

motorcycles are systematically associated with particular types of injury. 

 

Training and Licensing  

Key Action 

The MSCC to convene an expert working group to develop key criteria for 

national graduated training and licensing systems for motorcycles and scooters. 

 

Future directions 

Implement post-licence training as a continuation of the licensing process, particularly for 

returning riders. 

Incorporate best practice knowledge, attitudes and higher-order cognitive skills into rider 

education programs. 

Provide incentives to stay on Learner Approved Motorcycle Scheme (LAMS) motorcycles 

through lower registration fees and/or lower compulsory third party insurance premium 

incentives. 

 

Education 

Key Action 

Ensure that public education strategies for motorcycle and scooter safety include key 

messages for both riders and other road users. 

 

Future directions 

Identify specific motorcycle safety issues for each jurisdiction that can be addressed through 

education and implement appropriate targeted actions. 

Share motorcycle public education materials nationally where appropriate. 

 

Establish key partnerships between riders, road safety authorities and other stakeholders 

(e.g. insurers) in each jurisdiction to help in development and delivery of motorcycle safety 

messages. 

Explore new ways to communicate motorcycle safety messages – viral marketing (via 

internet forums, blogs, e-mails), national motorcycle awareness day. 

Conduct attitudinal and behavioural research on riders and drivers’ attitudes to riders. 

 

Establish and maintain an effective consultative framework for road safety authorities and 

rider representatives to develop motorcycle and scooter safety messages. 

Evaluate existing messages including engagement, recognition and behaviour change 

among the target audience. 

Provide training for crash scene police to help them identify motorcycle hazards and issues 

specific to motorcycle crashes. 

 

Risk taking  

Key Action 

Implement education campaigns which acknowledge that riders must have high attention 
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levels, manage risks in everyday riding and need to take responsibility for themselves and 

their rider groups by not engaging in unnecessarily risky behaviour. 

 

Future directions 

Conduct research on the role of fatigue in single-vehicle motorcycle crashes and during 

group riding. The results of the research to be used to develop an education program about 

managing the factors that cause fatigue. 

Implement education campaigns that address the problems of speeding and unlicensed, 

unregistered and intoxicated riders. 

Develop a targeted education campaign with the message that motorcycles and alcohol 

do not mix, for inclusion in mainstream community communication. 

Share information on fatigue with occupational health and safety agencies and the mining 

industry; examine military responses to fatigue. 

Promote group rides to minimise fatigue. 

 

Enforcement 

Key Action 

Implement community policing campaigns (education and enforcement) aimed at 

educating other road users to be mindful of motorcyclists and for motorcyclists to be 

responsible for their own safety. 

 

Future directions 

Target enforcement at high-risk behaviour, including offences other than speeding. 

Enforcement should be targeted at drivers and riders committing life endangering 

offences, particularly non-licensed riders and non-registered motorcycles. 

 

There is a need for both overt (visible) and covert (unmarked) enforcement. A mix of both 

types provides a better deterrent (anywhere, anytime) effect. 

Investigate alternative vehicle identification systems such as radio frequency identification 

devices. 

 

Road Infrastructure and Roadside Hazards 

Key Actions 

Develop an Australia-wide website for reporting local road hazards which allows for 

uploading data and photos and includes details of treated hazards. 

 

Future directions 

Scope best practice infrastructure-related motorcycle and scooter safety measures 

across Australia and develop national guidelines. 

Scope best practice safety measures for roadside barriers. 

 

Ensure that jurisdiction-based auditing schemes for roadside hazards take account of 

specific hazards for riders of motorcycles and scooters. 

Communicate research and best practice by facilitating professional development 

education for traffic engineers. 
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Review national motorcycle-related black spot funding criteria, noting that treating these 

black spots will also benefit other vehicles 




